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Religious tourism is one of the oldest forms of tourism in Indonesia’s Gorontalo Province, which is
rapidly growing to be a halal tourism destination. Such a tourism concept has created new products in
the industry. However, limited research has curtailed the potential of religious tourism in Gorontalo.
As a contribution to the research on religious tourism, this paper explores of religious tourism
as a new method to develop Indonesia’s tourism industry. The study uses qualitative methods to
review the potential of religious tourism in Gorontalo. The case study was undertaken with in-depth
interviews, documentation, and observation to examine the benefits of religious tourism in Bongo,
based on an evaluation of religious tourism and halal tourism. The findings show that this religious
tourist village contributes to this developing country. Hence, travel and tourism have grown along
with various forms of religious tourism (linked with biodiversity, landscape appreciation, and sociocultural aspects related to religious heritage). However, these potentials have not been fully realised
due to the increase of prosperous people, the tourism area’s convenience, and management gaps. This
study recommends that Gorontalo should establish a planning policy to develop a new institutional
stance by regulators and the local community. Religious tourism has unique characteristics that
revolve around the halal tourism industry and it’s long-term sustainability.
Key Words: religious tourist village, travel tourism, tourism industry, Bongo

Introduction

Religious tourism is one of the oldest forms of spiritual
journeys recorded in the Indonesian archipelago’s
history, and religious travels have experienced one of the
fastest-growing developments with significant economic
impacts (Haryana, 2020). Although the religion-based
tourism market continues to be seen as a developing
segment, data on the number of domestic or international
tourists visiting Indonesia are promising. The number
of international tourists visiting Indonesia reached 16.1
million in 2019, up from 15.8 million in 2018 (Statistic
Indonesia, 2020). Meanwhile, the number of domestic
and international tourists visiting Gorontalo in 2019
increased by 1.3 percent to 614,000 visitors (Central
Statistics Agency of Gorontalo Regency, 2020).

Bubohu village in Batudaa Pantai Sub-District of
Gorontalo Province offers a new and unique form of
religious tourism that welcomes people with hospitality,
peace, and harmony (Ali, 2011; Jaelani, 2017; Sih et
al., 2018; Sulistyo, 2019). Visitors, be they domestic
or international tourists, are presented with a natural
beach view, green hills and local charm. The native
biodiversity attracts visitors to the beautiful exotic places
in Gorontalo. Both tourism and local wisdom encourage
tourists’ understanding of ecological awareness. As
a developing country, Indonesia has various tourist
places that can be developed to their potential for the
prosperity of locals. Considering that Muslims make up
the majority of Indonesia’s population, religious tourism
should without a doubt be one of the product areas that
is developed further. In this case, religious tourism
particularly refers to halal tourism, which caters for the
worldwide population of Muslim travellers.

This potential is endowed with a wide range of tourism
resources that include biodiversity, varied landscapes,
and socio-cultural assets, such as religious heritage
(Demolingo, 2015). Indonesia introduced an interesting
35
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Figure 1: Location of Gorontalo Province, Sulawesi Island, Indonesia

Source:https://ban.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorontalo#/media/Berkas:Gorontalo_in_Indonesia.svg

tourism innovation with the development of the tourist
village concept in 2012. Since then, both the villages and
their villagers have developed and improved the standard
of their product (Noho, 2014). Religious tourism is a
potential sector to be developed by Indonesians (Choe
& ’Regan, 2015) considering that many tourists have
admitted to looking for a spiritual experience as they
reflect on life (Ali et al., 2019). While these studies
highlight that religious tourism is still a new product and
it may be too early to identify its potential for generating
economic impacts, the overall trends and indications are
positive. Therefore, the product is in a development stage
and suggests an overall growth of people’s prosperity
and sustainability, particularly when local tourism actors
manage the religious tourist villages.

Discourses on religious tourism have been based in the
mainstream faith-based tourism literature, and reflections
on spiritual tourism conducted by indigenous people
who have created new religious tourism traditions
(De Temple, 2006; Wiltshier, 2018). Simultaneously,
this phenomenon has enriched the travel and tourism
activities of local people, and this is often the basis for a
developing halal tourism (Firdausi et al., 2017; Jaelani,
2017). This is typically related to definitions of religious
tourism that give meaning to visiting religious ‘tourist
attractions’ (Griffin & Raj, 2017). In a broader sense,
religion is an elementary element of life that shapes the
behaviour, attitudes, cultures, and values of society (Kim
& Sam Kim, 2019).
Regarding the area under investigation, the idea of
expanding religious tourism refers to the promotion of
the ‘halal tourism’ phenomenon, and this diversification
is seen as a new trend in social life by local people in
Indonesia (Jaelani, 2017). This is evidenced in rapidly
growing forms of pilgrimage to sacred places - reflecting
Muslims’ spiritual and religious motives (ZamaniFarahani & Henderson, 2009). Religion has significantly
shaped the lives of Muslims, up to the point that they
are nowadays seeking tourism enterprises which are
in accordance with their religious values (Rasul &
Manandhar, 2009).

Literature Review
Halal tourism in general literature is equated with terms
such as Islamic tourism, sharia tourism, sharia travel,
halal-friendly tourism destinations, halal lifestyle, and
Muslim-friendly travel destinations (Han, Al-Ansi,
Olya, et al., 2019; Jaelani, 2017; Kamali, 2009; Shafaei
& Mohamed, 2015). Furthermore, halal tourism is a
relatively new concept for Muslim travellers around the
globe. Having said that, halal tourism belongs to religious
tourism discourses and is mainly classified by Muslim
terms (Vargas-Sanchez et al., 2020).

The exploration of literature affirms that religious
tourism can be a vital element for the prosperity of
36
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Table 1: Theoretical Framework
Indicators of Halal Tourism

Focusing on Halal
Tourism

Author(s)

Domestic or international visitors visit a religious tourist
destination and religious tourist attractions
The main topic referred to as religious tourism is individualfaith or spiritual meditation
Religious tourism is a mainstream topic in tourism discourse
studies
Halal tourism is a new form of commodity tourism and is
being established in Gorontalo
Bubohu religious tourist village was established due to its
biodiversity, varied landscapes, and tourist attractiveness
Religious tourist villages have the potential to have a sociocultural impact on the locals

local people who produce a specific type of tourism,
which Indonesians call ‘halal tourism’ (Andriani, 2015;
Anugrah et al., 2017; Firdausi et al., 2017; Kamali, 2011;
Shafaei & Mohamed, 2015). Thus, in this paper we seek
to investigate tourist destinations that explore various
aspects of religious tourism.
In the study area, we discovered a vibrant range of
local traditions, such as celebrating Maulid (Prophet
Mohammed’s anniversary), organising Nyadran (local
practice celebrating the relationship between human and
God, along with neighbours, and the natural environment.
accompanied by symbols), and other forms of religious
tourism (Hariyanto, 2016; Nurdin, 2016; Sih et al., 2018).
Furthermore, these local religious / tourist attractions
can be divided into three parts: cultural tourism, natural
tourism, and human-made tourism (Stone & Rogerson,
2011)— all of which have the potential to attract both
domestic and international tourists.

Griffin & Raj, 2017
Kim & Sam Kim, 2019.
De Temple, 2006
Jaelani, 2017
Demolingo, 2015; Noho,
2014
Balakrishnan Nair, Sinha, &
Dileep, 2020

In this study, we argue that religious tourism is a powerful
agent for developing welfare, driven in part by the search
for new tourism locations. The main research subject in
this case study is the potential for creating new tourism
destinations. In terms of long-term religious tourism, the
prospects as identified in tourism studies are related to
authenticity issues and alienation of the local population
(Balakrishnan Nair et al., 2020; Xue et al., 2014). Studies
show that authenticity in religious tourism can impact a
tourism destination’s socio-cultural well-being, hence
affecting its tourism industry.

Methods
While some tourism research in Bongo has been
conducted before (Demolingo, 2015; Noho, 2014), to
provide a deep exploration of religious tourism in the
area, a case study methodology was adopted for the
current research (Yin, 2014). The three main methods to

Figure 2: Map of Bubohu Religious Tourism Village

Source: https://ban.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gorontalo#/media/Berkas:Gorontalo_in_Indonesia.svg
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be utilised were archive research supported by field notes
and observation, exploration of documentation (photos,
tourism area literature, and material from mosques),
and interviews with the group tours operators. All of
this reasearch was conducted by the authors during field
visits (Jamshed, 2014).

The first thing we noticed at the early stage of field visits
was how the people, as reflected through their responses,
considered religious tourism as a new phenomenon that
has rapidly grown (Ali, 2011; Ali et al., 2019; Hariyanto,
2016). In general, the encounters with local religious
tourism leaders suggested the crucial importance of
developing the tourism aspects to increase the economic
impact and sustainability of the project (Rahmat &
Izudin, 2018). Additionally, they initially approached the
growth of religious tourism villages as ‘successful’ cases
where both the regulators and the indigenous people are
benefiting and learning.

In selecting a case study destination, Bubohu Religious
Tourism Village was chosen since it is recognised as
being one of ‘the best performing’ Tourism Villages in
Indonesia (subsequent to our research it was runner-up in
the Indonesian Tourism Village Awards (ADWI) 2021).
In addition it is working to develop the potential of the
Indonesian halal tourism industry. The village is officially
called Desa Wisata Religious Bubohu (Bubohu Religious
Tourist Village) and is located in Bongo, Batudaa Pantai,
Gorontalo (Figure 2). We interviewed eight stakeholders
(Table 2) in the village. Data collection was undertaken by
visiting Bongo in September 2019 to meet and interview
religious tourism leaders.

Results
Bongo is a local area surrounded by natural resources.
The region has beautiful landscapes, including the famous
Dunggala Beach. Unlike many other coastal areas, in
addition to marine resources there are other biodiversityrelated and cultural elements that provide a form of
tourism authenticity. One of these resources is religious
tourism. The area is historically influenced by the
spreading of Islam in the archipelago; and the subsequent
religious tourism contributes to shaping a new identity
of tourism attractions. Therefore, local culture has given
birth to various tourism forms that subsequently led to
the establishment of the religious tourist village. Bongo,
presents visiting tourists with unique examples of martial
arts (Figure 3), traditional houses (Figure 4), traditional
dances, iconic mosques (Figure 5), eco-friendly farming,
a museum of wood fossils, and other authentic traditions.
These features reflect an identity of local culture, which
will be discussed further in this study.

The collation of archival information about the area led to
the development of a guide for the interview, which asked
for rich information about religious tourism’s unique
issues. We also visited the research location to explore
the product first-hand. The archive work provided a
reasonable amount of information concerning the selected
tourist village. We sought deeper information during our
data collection, particularly during the meetings with
village members. We transcribed and summarised the
interview data. These data were useful in exploring the
facts which were elicited during the interviews (Rahmat
& Izudin, 2018). The interviewees were promted to
remember details about their activities during their
customary traditions like the Walima tradition.

Over time, the religious tourist village has attracted
many domestic and foreign tourists, thus increasing
visitor traffic. Celebrations are the major attractions of
the village. One example is the annual ceremony called
Maulidan, which is celebrated in the Rabiul Awal month

Table 2: List of Interviewees
Sn.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Designation of key players

Gender

Religious leader (Yotama, 45 Age)
Indigenous people (Mira, 51 Age)
Regulators (Rahmat, 42 Age)
Tourism activist (Ahib, 43 Age)
Tourist visitors (Mile, 38 Age)
Local traders (Igirisa, 35 Age)
Restaurant owner (Udin, 52 Age)
Tourist guide (Ani, 35 Age)

Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male

38

Code
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
Source: Fieldwork, 2019
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Table 3: Tourist Volume (domestic and international) at Festivals in Bongo, Gorontalo, Indonesia, in the last four
years (2016-2019)
Tourist
Year
The number of visitors
Domestic
International
2016
572,317
5,412
577,789
2017
789,969
6,432
796,401
2018
971,100
8,532
979,632
2019
997,321
9,710
1,007,031
Total
3,360,853

of the Islamic calendar. The purpose of such celebrations
is to introduce Islamic rituals that have been adapted to
the local context. Despite the religious nature of the event,
it can still be enjoyed by tourists of diverse backgrounds.
Some established sites with Islamic symbols have
become flagship tourist attractions in the region. An
example is Walima Emas Mosque (Figure 5), a historic
house of worship and the largest Muslim monument in
Gorontalo. This site and the Toyopo traditional houses in
Bongo are iconic, and their continued success is based
on fulfilling tourists’ spiritual thirst and cultural curiosity.
Besides being home to festivals and tourist spots, Bongo
has also succeeded in including meditation and wellness
tourism into the spectrum of religious tourism. According
to Yotama:
... be grateful to seek all beauty of coral, sea,
and tree ... [which] ... grow up of beautifully.
Invite others to look at it so that they will know
God is just and perfect (R1).

named Linula). The primary purpose of establishing
their system was influenced by the Hulontalo sultanate
(1300-1878). Bubohu had 11 kings who led the region
from the 17th-19th centuries (up until 1902). Afterwards,
the area was changed to a village and became part of the
administration of the Gorontalo regency in 1903. In the
Dutch colonial era, the Governors General imposed the
Dutch language and instead of using the name Bubohu
the name Bongo was used.
After Indonesia’s independence (17 August 1945) many
regions carried out an administrative restructuring
process, including changing village names. This also
happened in Bubohu Village, which turned into Bongo.
In the early years after the name change, people would
come up with creative ways to preserve the cultural
heritage. Since 1997, for example there are many places
where Islamic history has been reconstructed. In others,
people have actively restored the landscape by planting
trees on barren land. Rahmat said:
There is collecting of the stone and the wooden,
the artefact and the writing of histories ... [to
preserve and protect] ... the very precious culture
of values (R3).

Based on historical records, Bongo in its early years was
called Bubohu and it has evolved since Islam was spread in
Gorontalo in the 15th century. The people of Bongo were
a small local community with a kingdom system (locally

Figure 4: Toyopo (a traditional house)
Figure 3: The Longgo Tulaibala Martial Arts

Photograph courtesy of Tasha Ristiani

Source: Fieldwork, 2019
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Figure 5: Masjid Walima Emas

Figure 6: Dunggala Beach

Source: Fieldwork, 2019

According to Ahib, who lives an intellectual life:

the Dzikili (praying for a recalling of God). The Dzikili is
done to commemorate all of the big days in the Islamic
tradition, such as the Isra’ Mi’raj (The Prophet’s Night
Journey), the birth anniversary of Mohammad, as well
part of the people’s celebrations such as a baby’s birth,
anniversary, and circumcision; a wedding anniversary;
and others. This variety of big-day Islamic activities can
offer tourists glamorous cultural and religious attractions
and in addition the activity has been improving the
spirituality of the people.

Let us [preserve our villages by] thinking ..
before you are thinking of the state which is a
bigger thinker (R4).
In different ways residents celebrate their faith in a public
manner. Residents have established Islamic boarding
schools or Pesantren which are accessible to the locals
and undertake activities such as occasionally holding film
screenings. Monday is a happy day. The people organise
activities with a religious atmosphere. Other examples of
faith based activities are celebrating the anniversary of
Prophet Muhammad’s birth. In the morning, people do

Other than the Dzikili tradition, there is a traditional dance
called the Longgo Tulaibala (the local martial art). This
dance is conducted when there are visiting officials, be
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they of the regional or central government. In addition,
other local dances like Saronde and Tidi are performed at
local wedding ceremonies. According to Mira,
The dance is part of the local culture to welcome
the couple’s first night. [With] the influence of
developing tourism, the dance is a part of the
attraction culture on the other big days that
Islam celebrates (R2).
The concept of tourism has evolved in parallel with
the integration of religion and local wisdom. There is a
museum of Gorontalo history, a museum of Indonesian
wooden fossils, and an organic farming laboratory. These
have been established as tourism centres in Gorontalo.
Besides, there is also the centre of organic integrated
farming. The technology of organic farming in Pesantren
Alam is based on eco-friendly farming. Such technology
has been developed by using harvested rain water,
hyacinth (fertiliser, waste treatment, and duck feed), local
organic microbes, black compost, biodiversity, droppings
(duck, chicken, and goats), and the ancestors of organic
pesticide (Alawahu, Bitule, Tombili, Tubile, Tembe).
The inspiration behind Eco green is ascribed [to
a merging of] energy resources [and] the nature
of life (R6).
During our fieldwork, we also visited the Golden Walima
Mosque (Masjid Walima Emas) and Dunggala Beach
(Figure 6). The mosque is built overlooking the sea at a
height of around 250 meters. It can be a symbolisation
of the religious tourist village. Of course, to recognise
it as an Islamic symbol would require the visitors to
have some knowledge on Islam, but even non-religious
visitors will enjoy its value as an attractive and culturally
important site.

Discussion
This study provides an alternative way to consider new
religious tourism products, in the context of planning
strategies for developing halal tourism. It also illustrates
the importance of involving residents, sharing their
activities that create a holy tourist village site in the
process of developing halal tourism. Moreover, this
study exemplifies how the residents could be encouraged
to be involved in religious tourism in their town. They
have a role in maintaining the unique meanings of local
landscape. Consistent with previous studies, the project
illustrated that halal tourism is associated with Muslim
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customers who have a religious motivation to visit a
new tourism site. They desire to see a new place that
is moderated by the sense of belonging to a tourism
destination (Han, Al-Ansi, Koseoglu, et al., 2019).
The religious tourist village in Bongo, Gorontalo is
undoubtedly becoming a considerable niche market in
international halal tourism. It is an important example of
the reframing and reconceptualising of Muslim religious
tourism / pilgrimage, and merits inclusion in the spectrum
of religious voyages (Luz, 2020).
The future potential of various tourism sites in Bongo
Gorontalo have been considered. However, the Ministry
of Tourism of Indonesia has yet to incorporate projects
such as this as recognised elements of the halal tourism
industry (Putri, 2020). However, the need to establish
and implement Bongo Religious Tourist Village must
be identified as one of the targets of the halal tourism
development agenda. As a consequence, the regulators
must plan a strategy where the potential of religious
tourism is included in the plan and includes a broad range
of elements such as Walima (traditional festival), Longo
Tulaibala (classic martial art), Toyopo (traditional house),
Saronde (traditional dance), Dunggala Beach, and others.
The identity of local wisdom also must be preserved
while developing a new tourism site is considered and
implemented. According to Jaelani, halal tourism has
a massive potential to boost the national economy and
to position Indonesia as a centre for halal tourism in the
future (Jaelani, 2017). Meanwhile, halal tourism has
rapidly grown and the pattern of tourist arrivals in Muslim
countries has influenced the tourism industry. However,
local plans and strategies must be cognisant that virtually
all ideas of policy precepts that form tourism planning
and implementation are western-inspired (Din, 1989).
An important point that must be considered is the
market segment’s diversity - this can be improved by
expanding Islamic principles into tourism, and offering
new halal tourism concepts such as products, services,
tourist packages, events, and traditional attractions.
Consistent with this fact, Muslim-majority and NonMuslim-majority countries are moving to develop new
tourism products and supporting the development of
halal tourism attributes (Olya & Al-ansi, 2018; Razzaq et
al., 2016; Samori et al., 2016). Analysing this, Gorontalo
is one of the Indonesian regions that offers panoramic
views of nature to attract tourists. This landscape is home
to a mainly Muslim population, in a region that has a
dynamic local history and cultural attributes which are
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Figure 7: Collaboration Model for Sustainable Halal Tourism

Source: Adapted from Yudha et al., 2019

closely related to people’s lives. Visitors can easily find
cultural attractions and artefacts of Gorontalo ancestral
heritage. All of these attributes have the power to
boost tourist destinations. The government and society
have offered useful responses to tourist destinations in
Gorontalo. Tourism-aware groups have built trust with the
government who continue to support tourism activities.

offers a governance model for developing rural tourism
with collaborative governance through local activities.
Actors involved in collaboration consist of academics,
businesses, communities, the government, and the media
(Haven-Tang & Jones, 2012; Wijijayanti et al., 2020; Xu
et al., 2017). This type of structure must be followed in
order to develop a sustainable tourist destinations from a
halal tourism perspective.

The tourism sites in Gorontalo closely align to the
meaning of halal tourism as presented in the reviewed
literature. Furthermore, good tourism governance (based
on halal principles) will result in tourism sustainability in
terms of economic, social, and environmental impacts.
Bongo Religious Tourism’s rapid development as a
rural tourism sites cannot be separated from stakeholder
involvement. However, until recently, there has not
been a unique forum that facilitates all stakeholders
collaborating in developing Bongo village, causing
quite a lot of overlapping in programs. This research

Many Indonesians still believe that sacred places can
help them improve their spirituality. Some spend hours
worshipping and meditating in an area considered to
have a supernatural dimensions. Mystical beliefs have
become part of the life of Indonesians. In parallel with
this, people in Gorontalo believe in their ancestors’
power and the importance of sacred places, so they come
to those places to meditate and pray. The protection of
these sacred places and atmosphere of serenity must be
preserved as the area develops its tourism industry.
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Conclusion
Mass and electronic media, especially social media,
needs to be utilised to boost the popularity of Gorontalo’s
religious tourist destinations because so far, the visitors
are still mostly domestic tourists. The opportunity to
compete with other tourism areas, particularly those that
attract national and international tourists, can be achieved
in synergy with other Indonesian areas that are popular
globally, such as Manado, Yogyakarta, and Bali.
Many religious people appreciate religious tourism,
which can be the rationale for developing quality halal
tourism in Gorontalo. Tourists from other countries,
particularly Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
South Korea, China, and Japan can be the main target
market for religious tourism. Developing this niche needs
an arrangement of tourism policy that is synergised with
other stakeholders: tourism business owners, academics,
non-governmental organisations, and other institutions
related to religious tourism (Figure 7).
Due to the limitations of this study, we expect other
researchers to conduct further studies on religious tourism
development in the Indonesian context. We also suggest
that future research can involve a different perspective
on social development to increase participation and
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keep a focus on the religious tourism concept. Besides,
future researchers will be able to develop this research
by exploring its association with other related topics.
Moreover, this study also reinforces the idea that the
local people’s role is vital in creating other religious
tourism sites. We propose that in developing religious
tourism it is universally recognised that travellers from
societies that are experiencing growth and urbanisation,
are demanding socially-sustainable tourism destinations,
where they can experience authentic cultural sites and
products.
Bongo Village religious tourism is still known to people
as standard tourism. It is suggested that religious tourism
in Gorontalo should be introduced to visitors, both
domestic and international, because the area has many
local attractions based on spiritual value. There is a case
to be made to change from standard tourism to religious
tourism, which is referred to by previous studies as halal
tourism. Halal tourism is an important term in Muslimmajority countries, but local people do not realise that
Bongo religious tourism fulfils many of the criteria of
halal tourism. Thus, this research highlights that Bongo
religious tourism is a new type of halal tourism, which
has potential for expansion and development into the
future.
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